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ESA Education Department
EXR-EP
“- Challenge and motivate a significant number of young
people through their active involvement in exciting 
projects to enhance their literacy in science & technology 
in general, and space related subjects in particular; 
- Identify competent and creative individuals favoring 
a highly talented workforce for the 21st century.”
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Satellite Programmes 
• Student Space Exploration and Technology Initiative (SSETI)
• Young Engineers’ Satellites (YES)
Experiments / Payload Opportunities
• Student Parabolic Flight Campaign (SPFC)
• Sounding Rocket Experiments
• CANSAT competition
• Stratospheric Platform Experiment (STRAPLEX)
• VEGA Educational Payload
Conferences
• Space Technology Education Conference (STEC)
• International Astronautical Congress (IAC)
• Science on Stage festival
EXR-EP Short Project Summary
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Student     Space 
Exploration & Technology 
Initiative
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SSETI Programme
• To demonstrate the successful implementation of a pan-European 
educational initiative and therefore encourage, motivate and 
challenge students to improve their education and literacy in the 
field of space research and exploration
• Started in 2000 for European Students
• Hands-on project on a real space mission
• Over 450 students actively involved
• 30 universities in 14 European countries (+Canada)
• Led by ESA Education Department
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SSETI Projects
• SSETI Express:  launched 27 Oct 05
• ESEO: planned for launch in 2008
• ESMO: planned for launch 2012
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SSETI Tools
• Management at Education Department
• IRC internet chat
• FTP file sharing
• News groups
• Web site
• Workshops
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SSETI Tools
Management
• Direct supervision
• Expert help and reviews
• Integration and test facilities
• Financing workshops and specific parts
• Arranging for launch
IRC Chat
• Weekly chat with all teams attending
• Project manager always available for 
students online
• Used by students when issues need to be 
discussed during the week
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SSETI Tools
FTP
• All documentation shared here
• Working space for teams
• Used as file transfer between teams
News Groups
• Notice board for general information
• Longer discussions and work coordination 
• Fastest communication tool
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SSETI Tools
Workshops
• Teams meet face to face
• Overall design decisions taken
• Solving of problems that require several 
teams to be present at same time
Web site
• Face to the outside world
• Communication to teams on a larger scale
for example during launch 
• Overall information on projects and teams
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SSETI EXPRESS
• First student designed satellite
• Launcher: Kosmos, Plesetsk (Russia)
• Payloads
• Cubesats
• Miniature camera
• Amateur radio transponder
• Propulsion system
• Platform for ESEO development
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Dimensions 560x560x900 (maximum envelope)
Mass 62kg
Mass of payload 24kg
Expected lifetime Minimum 2 months, extended mission until end of life
Attitude Determination System Sun-sensors and magnetometer
Attitude Control system Semi-passive magnetic stabilisation, plus a cold-gas payload
On-board Data Transfer CAN, RS232
Telemetry
 UHF 
 S-Band
437.250 MHz, 9.6 kb/s, AX25
2401.84 MHz, 38.4 kb/s, AX25
Power
 Average
 Peak
Body mounted solar panels
12 W
20 W
Batteries Li Ion, 90Wh
Propulsion 6l, 300bar, Nitrogen cold gas
Camera ~100m/pixel, 1280*1024 pixels, CMOS
Power bus 28V regulated
Thermal control Passive
Launcher COSMOS 3M
Orbit type Low-Earth sun-synchronous
Altitude 686km
Inclination 98deg
Eccentricity 0
Date 27th october 2005
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SSETI EXPRESS
Flight Analysis-thermal measurements
Thermal Measurements from the spacecraft during the flight strongly imply that 
there was significant unexpected heating of the Electrical Power Subsystem, 
even though the rest of the spacecraft cooled to sub-zero and was stable.  The 
lower graphs are interpolated in-between passes, but show clear trends.
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SSETI EXPRESS
• After separation the EPS hardware timers held the spacecraft off for 65 minutes, as 
designed, for the safety of the other passengers on the launch vehicle.
• During this time the spacecraft 
spent 47 minutes in sunlight with 
the solar arrays sourcing full 
power, which needed to be 
dissipated, since the spacecraft 
was turned off and consuming 
nothing. 
• The thermal design of the EPS 
did not provide sufficient heat 
flux away from the MOSFETs in 
the shunt system, causing them to 
overheat.
SSETI EXPRESS
Subsystem Source Mission Rating
On-Board Computer University of Aalborg, Denmark Success
Propulsion University of Stuttgart, Germany Untested
S-Band Antennas University of Wroclaw, Poland Untested
S-Band Transmitter AMSAT-UK Untested
Structure University of Porto, Portugal Success
Telemetry Interface Database AFTI, France Success
Temperature Control System University of Stuttgart, Germany Success
“T” Cubesat Deployment Pods University of Toronto, Canada 67% Success
UHF Band Transceiver AMSAT-DL; TU Vienna, Austria Success
NCUBE-2 Cubesat Andøya Rocket Range, Norway Untested / Failed
UWE-1 Cubesat University of Würzburg, Germany Success
Xi-V Cubesat University of Tokyo, Japan Success
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SSETI EXPRESS
Subsystem Source Mission Rating
Attitude Control & Determination University of Aalborg, Denmark Success
Camera University of Aalborg, Denmark Untested
Electrical Power System University of Naples, Italy Failure
Groundstation (Primary) University of Aalborg, Denmark Success
Groundstation (Secondary) Svalsat, Norway Failure
Groundstation (Tertiary) Eng. School Copenhagen, Denmark Success
Mission Analysis University of Zaragoza, Spain Success
Mission Control Computer University of Aalborg, Denmark Success
Propulsion Instrument Control EPFL, Switzerland Untested
Operations University of Warsaw, Poland Success
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SSETI EXPRESS
SSETI Express attracted a huge amount of media attention:
• The launch was broadcast on over 100 European TV stations and watched by over 
100,000,000 people
• Fourteen national events took place, organised by SSETI students, at which local media 
was welcomed and direct interaction with the teams was possible
• The student-run SSETI website served more than 1,000,000 hits during the month of 
October
• During launch day the Google search engine reported over 800,000 web pages referring to 
“SSETI Express”
• Numerous scientific and engineering publications have run features on the SSETI Express 
project 
Although the flight had a premature end, the project was a very significant success
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SSETI ESEO
Objectives
• To have students design, integrate, test and operate a spacecraft
• To be a test bed for advanced technology for future SSETI missions
• To provide measurements of radiation levels and their effects 
during multiple passes of the radiation belts
• To take pictures of the Earth and other  celestial bodies 
for outreach  purposes
SSETI ESEO
• Assembly Integration and Verification (30)
• Attitude and Orbit Control System (16)
• Communication system 1 (30)
• Communication system 2 (5)
• Configuration (4)
• Electrical power supply (7)
• Ground station 1 (6)
• Ground station 2 (5)
• Harness (6)
• Langmuir probe (8)
• Mission Control Centre (14)
• Mechanical system (5)
• Memory board (8)
• Mission analysis (3)
• Data management (5)
Teams (nr. of team members in brackets)
• Narrow Angle Camera (8)
• On Board data handling core (12)
• On board data handling node (12)
• Operations (5)
• Propulsion interface control unit (5)
• Propulsion (25)
• Radiation memory (10)
• Risk management (7)
• Simulation (7)
• Star tracker (4)
• Structure (7)
• System engineering (5)
• Technical management (8)
• Thermal control system (6)
• Micro camera (2)
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Dimensions 600x600x710 mm
Mass 120kg
Orbit GTO (250 km x 35500 km, inclination of 7 degrees)  (TBC)
Attitude Determination System Sun-sensors, horizon sensors, magnetometers and a star tracker
Launch vehicle Soyuz from Kourou (TBC)
Expected lifetime Minimum 1 months, extended mission until end of life
Attitude Control system Momentum wheel, cold gas attitude thrusters and a vector thrust 
control main thruster
Orbit Control System Cold gas
On-board Data Transfer CAN, RS232, RS242
Telemetry
· S-Band (low gain)  
· S-Band (high gain)
world ground station coverage through the radio amateur community
9.6 kb/s
128 kb/s
Power
· Average
· Peak
Deployable MPPT, sun-tracking solar-cell panels with body mounted 
backup cells
150 W
300 W
Batteries Li Ion, 150Wh
Propulsion 18 l, 300bar, Nitrogen cold gas
Power bus 15-25 V unregulated
Thermal control Active
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SSETI ESEO
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SSETI ESEO
Payloads 
• Micro camera (pointed at the satellite) 
• Narrow angle camera (down to 50 meter resolution earth pictures)
• Radfets (total dose measurements)
• Radiation effect memory board (radiation effects on memory chips)
• Langmuir probe (radiation strength)
• Inflatable high gain antenna (patch array)
• Thrust vector control
• Carbon fibre thruster nozzle
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SSETI ESMO
Objectives under feasibility study
• Be an educational mission, designed, integrated, tested and operated by students
• Transfer a spacecraft from Earth orbit to Lunar orbits
• Take pictures of the moon from lunar orbit for outreach and transmit this to 
earth
• Perform relevant scientific experiments and remote sensing during spacecraft 
lifetime
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ESMO Mission Description
• Launch:
– Ariane 5 or Soyuz ASAP adaptor into highly elliptical GTO
– Mass: <200 kg
– Dimensions:  body <80 cm on a side + stowed solar arrays
• Lunar transfer options:
– Solar Electric Propulsion system with continuous low-thrust spiral out
– Chemical Propulsion system with impulsive burns for trans-lunar   
injection
• Capture options:
– SEP: low-thrust capture at low approach velocity
– Chemical: impulsive burn at perilune
– Minimal delta-V Weak Stability Boundary capture
• Operational lifetime:
– 12-18 months
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Science & Payload
• Core
– High-res narrow angle camera
– Wide angle stereo camera, LIDAR                           
• Primary payload –lunar science (optional)
– Mini-SAR  
– Sounding radar 
– Cubesat subsatellite
– Infra-Red hyperspectral imager
– Surface impact micro-penetrator
– Low scattering light detector-
pointed at limb from terminator orbit 
• Secondary payload (cruise science, Optional)
– Electron/ion analysers
– Cosmic ray and solar proton monitor
Total payload mass <10kg
